The Biggest War-Mongering Murder Machines
Those who whine about how they just want an “ethno-nation” of their own, with their fellow
super-duper-white people, are never being honest about their motives or their intentions.
Aside from how ludicrous it is to pretend that “Western culture” is synonymous with a truly
free society (read a history book, dude), the idea that somehow pro-liberty philosophy can
only be understood or realized by white people is just idiotic.
Most of the 300,000,000+ people in this country are white, and almost all of them are
statist, and many of them are outright socialists. To whine about what percentage of this or
that demographic category advocate freedom is stupid. If you want a free society, what
could possibly be a rational excuse for trying to keep some black advocate of freedom out?
Because you think a higher percentage of his relatives might not advocate freedom?
The “ethno-nation” bullshit has everything to do with racism and xenophobia, and
nothing to do with freedom. What makes this stupidly obvious is that those who are
whining about having their own “ethno-state” are advocating state aggression to achieve
it. Literally, they are arguing, “We neeeeeeeeeed to have authoritarian violence used
against millions of people who haven’t done anything… because those are the type of
people who advocate authoritarian violence!”
And by the way, there is no one American or “Western” culture. It is a giant hodge-podge
of a zillion viewpoints and opinions, many of them idiotic and/or evil. And given that
“Western” ruling classes are currently the biggest war-mongering murder machines in the
world, it’s beyond absurd to argue, “We Westerners need to keep out all those people who
would support big government and try to force their views on us!”
I don’t give a crap what random set of arbitrary crap people want to call a “culture.” I care
only about people leaving other people in peace. And the “ethno-nation” doofuses fail that
simple test. Maybe they should be physically removed.

